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A B S T R A C T

A central task for vision is to identify objects as the same persisting individuals over time and motion. The need
for such processing is made especially clear in ambiguous situations such as the bouncing/streaming display: two
discs move toward each other, superimpose, and then continue along their trajectories. Did the discs stream past
each other, or bounce off each other? When people are likely to perceive streaming, playing a brief tone at the
moment of overlap can readily cause them to see bouncing instead. Recent research has attributed this effect to
decisional (rather than perceptual) processes by showing that auditory tones alter response biases but not the
underlying sensitivity for detecting objective bounces. Here we explore the nature of this phenomenon using
‘illusory causal crescents’: when people perceive bouncing (or causal ‘launching’), they also perceive the second
disc to begin moving before being fully overlapped with the first disc (i.e. leaving an uncovered crescent). Here
we demonstrate that merely playing a sound coincident to the moment of overlap can also reliably induce the
perception of such illusory crescents. Moreover, this effect is due to the coincidence of the tone, per se, since the
effect disappears when the tone is embedded in a larger regular tone sequence. Because observers never have to
explicitly categorize their percept (e.g. as streaming)—and because the effect involves a subtle quantitative
influence on another clearly visual property (i.e. the crescent’s width)—we conclude that this audiovisual in-
fluence on the perception of identity over time reflects perceptual processing rather than higher-level decisions.

1. Introduction

Although the light that enters our eyes is continuous, the world that
we consciously perceive is often discrete, consisting of arrangements of
individual objects. Object individuation does not end with segmenta-
tion, however: beyond identifying some feature cluster as an object, we
must also identify it as the same object over time and motion—and
sometimes over featural changes and interruptions such as occlusion.
As a result, a great deal of visual processing is involved in computing
so-called object persistence over time (for a review, see Scholl, 2007).

1.1. Bouncing vs. streaming

The perception of object persistence is required during nearly every
waking moment of our lives: without it, our visual experience would
likely be incoherent, with objects popping into and out of existence
haphazardly. But the need for such processing is especially apparent in
ambiguous situations wherein there are two or more salient possible
options for ‘which went where’ over time. A perfect example of this

situation is the bouncing/streaming display, which grew out of the
Gestalt tradition of perception research (Metzger, 1934; for a review see
Wagemans et al., 2012). In this display, two objects move toward each
other (either in a single plane, or on diagonal trajectories) until they are
superimposed, at which point two objects continue along those same
trajectories until they are fully separated. This display can be perceived
as either two objects bouncing off each other (following a sort of central
collision, after which each object suddenly reverses its trajectory) or as
two objects streaming past each other (without interacting at all, de-
spite meeting in the middle).1

Perhaps because this ambiguity can be so striking (no pun in-
tended)—and because the two percepts seem so categorically dis-
tinct—this sort of display has often been used to test various manip-
ulations related to object persistence. (In addition, such displays don’t
require the same sorts of tight spatiotemporal constraints as do related
displays such as the Ternus configuration in studies of apparent motion
correspondence; e.g. Kramer & Yantis, 1997; Ternus, 1926.) For ex-
ample, one can explore whether the perception of bouncing vs.
streaming is influenced by the congruence of surface features such as
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color and shape (e.g. Caplovitz, Shapiro, & Stroud, 2011; Feldman &
Tremoulet, 2006; Shapiro, Caplovitz, & Dixon, 2014), by spatial align-
ment (e.g. Kawabe &Miura, 2006), by spatial offsets in the motion
paths (e.g. Grove, Robertson, & Harris, 2016; Grove & Sakurai, 2009),
by variations in object speed (e.g. Sekuler & Sekuler, 1999;
Zeljko & Grove, 2017a), by the presence of central occlusion (e.g.
Remijn & Ito, 2007), or by the creation and maintenance of ‘object files’
(e.g. Mitroff, Scholl, &Wynn, 2005).

1.2. “Boom!”: An audiovisual interaction?

When faced with a bistable display such as bouncing/streaming, the
visual system can draw on many potential cues to disambiguate
it—including cues from other modalities. For example, when people are
likely to perceive streaming, playing a brief ‘click’ at the moment of
overlap can readily cause them to see bouncing instead (Sekuler,
Sekuler, & Lau, 1997; see also Grassi & Casco, 2010; Sanabria, Correa,
Lupiáñez, & Spence, 2004; Zhou, Wong, & Sekuler, 2007). In this case,
the temporally-aligned ‘click’ can be readily explained by appeal to a
‘bounce’, whereas it would otherwise be an unexplained coincidence if
it just happened to occur at the moment of overlap during streaming.

This underlying ‘logic of perception’ (cf. Rock, 1983) can be ap-
preciated by exploring the temporal synchrony of the click with the
moment of full visual overlap: the effect is strongest with perfect syn-
chrony, and by the time there is more than a couple hundred milli-
seconds of asynchrony, the effect vanishes (Sekuler et al., 1997). (Si-
milar effects occur for coincident visual flashes; e.g. Watanabe &
Shimojo, 1998.) And the influence of this temporal coincidence is so
powerful that it can yield bouncing percepts even with spatial offsets
between the two objects that would otherwise render bouncing unlikely
(Grove & Sakurai, 2009; but see Grassi & Casco, 2009). Moreover, re-
moving the ‘coincidence’ eliminates the effect: if the sound occurs as
part of a temporal sequence of identical tones that extends both before
and after the moment of overlap, then the temporally-aligned tone
(now one among many identical tones) no longer leads to perceived
bouncing, as it would in isolation (or with a tone that deviates from the
other tones in the temporal sequence; Watanabe & Shimojo, 2001; see
also Kawachi & Gyoba, 2006).

1.3. Seeing or thinking?

Although we have been describing the audiovisual influence on
bouncing/streaming as an effect on what we see (cf. Dufour, Touzalin,
Moessinger, Brochard, & Després, 2008), others have suggested that it is
an effect on (merely) our higher-level decisions about what must have
happened in the display. In particular, a recent study employed signal
detection theory to distinguish changes in sensitivity from changes in
response biases in the context of bouncing vs. streaming—where sen-
sitivity is associated with perceptual processes, and biases are asso-
ciated with “decisional processes” (which are to be contrasted with
perception.) These researchers (Grove, Ashton, Kawachi, & Sakurai,
2012) disambiguated the bouncing/streaming display by introducing
objects with different visual features; despite this disambiguation, co-
incidental sounds still led to increased reports of bouncing—but this
effect reflected a change in response bias rather than a change in sen-
sitivity, leading the authors to conclude that the effect occurs at a
“decisional level” rather than at a “perceptual level” (p. 2). And such
interpretations are consistent with a broader theoretical perspective
wherein such causal events are treated as the result of higher-level in-
terpretations rather than seeing, per se (Rips, 2011).

This conclusion strikes us as rather unlikely for several reasons.
First, the logic of signal detection theory simply does not apply in this
context, when it comes to distinguishing perception vs. cognition. The
influence of the temporally aligned sound on perceived bouncing vs.
streaming is precisely an influence on our (inherently subjective) ex-
perience, not on any sort of objective detection. So in this context, a

criterion shift (as measured by signal detection) can reflect a change in
perception just as much as a sensitivity shift (see Grassi & Casco, 2012;
see also Witt, Taylor, Sugovic, &Wixted, 2015). (And of course, this
logic also applies to many, if not most, other visual illusions: in so many
cases, observers are not sensitive to some objective feature of the image
[such as the true lengths of lines], and are instead responding in a
‘biased’ way [e.g. being subject to the Muller-Lyer illusion]. Such
‘biases’ do not imply that these illusions are only higher-level deci-
sions.) And critically, this argument is independent of the exact nature
of the signal detection task (see Witt et al., 2015; Zeljko & Grove,
2017b).

Second, because the auditory-induced bouncing effect is an effect on
what we see, observers can appreciate the effect first-hand, without re-
lying on any analyses or arguments (see Firestone & Scholl, 2016). And
indeed, we suspect that one of the reasons why this phenomenon has
attracted so much interest over the years is precisely because it works so
well as a vivid demonstration—in which we can appreciate the change in
our perceptual experience, and not just in our post hoc decisions. Third,
there is plenty of other evidence that the perception of bouncing vs.
streaming (in the context of perceived ‘launching’ vs. ‘passing’) reflects
truly perceptual processing—since (for example) it can yield re-
tinotopically specific visual adaptation (Rolfs, Dambacher, & Cavanagh,
2013; see also Kominsky & Scholl, submitted for publication).

Nevertheless, we must admit that these arguments each may leave
something to be desired. The first argument does not imply that the
effect is perceptual, but merely that it could be. The second argument
appeals only to direct subjective experience, and so may seem more or
less compelling depending on one’s own phenomenology. And the third
argument does not directly address the audiovisual effect in question:
just because some other (purely visual) influences on bouncing vs.
streaming may be clearly perceptual does not entail that all (much less
these particular crossmodal) effects must be.

1.4. The current study: From sound to crescents?

How could we test more directly whether auditory influences on
bouncing vs. streaming reflect perceptual processing or merely “deci-
sional” effects? One promising strategy would be to explore whether
this effect can also influence other independent aspects of our percep-
tual experience. Here we do so, by testing whether a temporally aligned
sound can not only drive bouncing percepts, but can also change the
perceived spatial relationships among the objects involved in the pu-
tative event. In fact, previous data has revealed that observers may
misperceive some spatial relations between the moving discs when the
overlapping event is coincident with a brief tone (Kawachi, 2016; see
also Grassi & Casco, 2012). However, we are not aware of any previous
work that used such manipulations to directly investigate whether the
tone-induced influences on bouncing/streaming displays stem from
truly perceptual or decisional processes. To do so here, we exploit the
phenomenon of ‘illusory causal crescents’ (Scholl & Nakayama, 2004).

An analogue of bouncing vs. streaming occurs in the perception of
causal launching (Michotte, 1946/1963; for a brief review see
Wagemans, Van Lier, & Scholl, 2006): one disc (A) moves toward a
second stationary disc (B) until they fully overlap, at which point one of
the discs continues moving and the other remains still. This display is
again ambiguous: it can be perceived as A causally ‘launching’ B (so
that at the moment of overlap, A stops and B starts moving), or as A
‘passing’ over (or through) an always-stationary B. Other contextual
events—such as an unambiguous launching event, wherein B begins
moving as soon as A is adjacent to it—can force observers to perceive
launching in the full-overlap event, however, as long as the two events
are temporally aligned (Scholl & Nakayama, 2002; see also
Choi & Scholl, 2004). (This effect has also been recently demonstrated
in non-human primates; Matsuno & Tomonaga, 2017.)

If a full-overlap event is seen as causal launching, however, then the
two discs could not have actually overlapped completely. From the
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observer’s perspective they could partially overlap, but there is no
physically possible way that they could have been perfectly aligned.
As a result, it has been shown that causal launching in this context
actually warps the perception of the two discs’ spatial relationships: B is
seen as beginning its movement slightly before the moment of full-
overlap, so that a thin-crescent of B is never fully covered by A—a
phenomenon called illusory causal crescents (Scholl & Nakayama, 2004).

The displays that have been used to elicit illusory causal crescents
clearly differ from typical bouncing/streaming displays in several
ways—including the typical colors and speeds of the shapes, and just
how many objects appear to move simultaneously. But beyond the re-
ference frame of the motion, these two phenomena are otherwise
identical: two objects near each other, momentarily overlap, and then
move apart relative to each other. And critically, both types of displays
pose the very same question to the visual system: Which went where? In
addition—and critically, for this project—work with both phenomena
has shown that an auditory tone (temporally synchronized to the mo-
ment of maximal overlap) will bias perception towards bouncing/
launching (e.g. Guski & Troje, 2003; Sekuler et al., 1997).

Here we test whether tones that coincide with the moment of
maximal overlap between two discs may also induce illusory crescents.
If the audiovisual effect truly reflects perception, we reasoned, then it
should not only lead to perceived bouncing (or here, launching), but it
should also directly change the perceived spatial locations of the two
discs relative to each other (during maximal overlap)—yielding audi-
tory-induced illusory crescents. And by the same token, such re-
sults—especially if they involve subtle quantitative effects—would be
difficult to explain in terms of higher-level decisions.

Importantly, several previous studies using bouncing/streaming
displays (as well as launching displays) have demonstrated that less
objective overlap between the discs may itself increase the prevalence
of perceived bouncing (Grassi & Casco, 2012; Kawachi, 2016;
Scholl & Nakayama, 2004). Accordingly, illusory crescents may have a
similar effect. If so, then such auditory-induced illusory crescents may
themseles explain the auditory-induced bouncing effect. (Note that this
sort of experiment is thus able to distinguish perceptual vs. decisional
accounts of the auditory-induced bouncing effect, even without directly
manipulating decisional factors.).

2. Experiment 1: Tone vs. no tone

We first directly tested whether a tone played at the moment of full
overlap would cause observers to mistakenly perceive the two discs as
overlapping less than without the coinciding tone.

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Participants
Twenty-four students (15 female; 20–53 years) from the University

of Tübingen participated in exchange for course credit or payment. This
sample size was chosen to approximate the number of observers used in
other recent bouncing/streaming experiments (e.g. Grove et al., 2012;
Shapiro et al., 2014), and the same sample size was then repeated in
Experiment 2. Data from three additional participants were replaced
because they were insensitive to objective differences in the displays
(e.g. rating 100% overlaps to be smaller than 80% overlaps).

2.1.2. Apparatus, stimuli, and procedure
Events were presented via custom software written in Matlab using

the Psychophysics Toolbox libraries (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). The
visual animations were presented by a MacMini computer on a 23 in
LCD monitor (60 Hz, 1920 × 1080 pixels). Observers viewed the events
without restraint from approximately 60 cm away (with all measure-
ments below computed based on this distance). The tones were gen-
erated using the built-in sound chip and were presented via standard
Logitec headsets.

At the beginning of each trial two discs (3°; one green and one red,
randomly chosen) appeared 3° above the center of the display. One disc
(B) appeared in the center of the display, and the other (A) appeared
19.2° to the left or right (as measured from its center). Disc A im-
mediately began moving toward B at 38.3°/s until they overlapped by
either 80% or 100%, at which point A stopped and B began moving (in
the same direction, at the same speed) until it was 19.2° from A (see
Fig. 1)—after which the animation was replayed in reverse until the
discs were back their initial positions (with the only change being that
the moving disc was always drawn on top of the stationary disc when
they overlapped). This full cycle lasted 2 s, and repeated indefinitely
until a response was recorded. (In order to compensate for the reduced
travel distance in 80%-overlap events, the discs moved slightly slower,
at 37.8°/s. Furthermore, B’s initial position was manipulated in such
events, so that the moment of maximal overlap was always perfectly
centered in the display on all trials.)

On each trial, observers simply reported how much the two discs
appeared to have overlapped in the center of the display. They did so by
using keypresses to adjust the overlap of two additional static 3° discs
(one yellow, one blue, randomly chosen on each trial) that appeared in
the lower right corner of the display (initially with 0% overlap, with the
rightmost disc’s center 2° above and 2° to the left of the lower right
corner of the display)—with one key increasing the overlap by 1 pixel

Fig. 1. Overview over the experimental conditions of Experiments 1 and 2.
One disc (A) moved until it overlapped with a second stationary disc (B), at
which point A stopped and B started moving. The moment of maximal
overlap was accompanied by a temporally coincident tone on some trials
(in Experiment 1), and that tone could occur only at that moment, or as
part of a sequence of such tones (in Experiment 2).
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per press, and the other decreasing the overlap by that same amount.
When satisfied that the degree of overlap of the static response discs
matched the perceived degree of overlap in the central event, observers
pressed the spacebar to proceed to the next trial. Observers completed
16 practice trials followed by 96 experimental trials. In half of all trials
(presented in a randomized order), a 150 ms tone2 (a 440 Hz pure sine
wave, approximately 70 dB) was played at the moment of maximal
overlap.

2.2. Results and discussion

Responses whose degrees of overlap differed more than 3 standard
deviations from the observer’s mean of the corresponding experimental
condition (typically occurring when they prematurely recorded their
response without having made any adjustments) were excluded (0.52%
of all trials). A reported degree of overlap of less than 80% corresponded
to an illusory causal crescent in 80% trials, while a reported degree of
overlap of less than 100% corresponded to an illusory casual crescent in
100% trials. Auditory-induced illusory crescents were then measured by
subtracting the reported overlap in tone-present trials from the reported
overlap in tone-absent trials (for raw values see Table 1). We observed
illusory crescents in all conditions, but they were substantially more
pronounced when accompanied by a coinciding tone. As depicted in
Fig. 2, robust auditory-induced crescents were obtained for both 80%-
overlap trials (t(23) = 3.98, p < 0.001, d= 0.81) and 100%-overlap
trials (t(23) = 4.77, p < 0.001, d= 0.97), and these magnitudes did
not differ (t(23) = 1.03, p= 0.314).

Thus, observers perceived wider illusory crescents—corresponding
to regions of the discs that never appeared to overlap—in the presence
of tones that occurred at the moment of maximal overlap.

3. Experiment 2: Lone tones vs. tone sequences

Auditory-induced bouncing only occurs when the tone is presented
in isolation; when it is instead presented in a regular sequence of
identcal tones (some occurring before and some after the moment of
maximal overlap), the effect dissipates, since there is no longer a precise
temporal coincidence to be explained (Watanabe & Shimojo, 2001). If
the auditory-induced illusory crescents from Experiment 1 reflect the
influence of perceived causality (vs. non-causal passing), then they too
should disappear when the tone is embedded in a regular sequence.

3.1. Method

This experiment was identical to Experiment 1 except as noted here.
Twenty-four new students (19 female; 19–27 years) participated. This
sample size was chosen to exactly match that from Experiment 1. Data
from three additional participants were replaced because they were
insensitive to objective differences in the displays.

In tone-present trials, there was either a single tone at the moment
of maximal overlap (single-tone trials) or the tone was embedded in a
sequence, with a first tone onset 300 ms before the moment of maximal
overlap, and a third tone onset 300 ms after the moment of maximal
overlap. Observers completed 32 practice trials followed by 192 ex-
perimental trials (64 of each type, presented in a randomized order).

3.2. Results and discussion

Responses whose degrees of overlap differed by more than 3 stan-
dard deviations from the observer’s mean of the corresponding experi-
mental condition were again excluded (1.41% of all trials). Auditory-
induced illusory crescents were then measured by subtracting the

reported overlap in tone-present trials from the reported overlap in tone-
absent trials. As depicted in Fig. 3, robust auditory-induced crescents
were obtained for both 80%-overlap trials and 100%-overlap trials—but
only for single tones, and not for embedded tones. To confirm these
observations, we ran a repeated measures ANOVA with the magnitude of
the auditory-induced illusory crescent as the dependent variable and the
objective overlap (80%, 100%) and tone condition (single-tone, em-
bedded-tone) as independent variables. This yielded a main effect of
tone type (F(1, 23) = 7.65, p= 0.011, d= 0.55), no effect of overlap %
(F(1, 23) < 1), and no interaction (F(1, 23) < 1). Further planned
comparisons revealed that auditory-induced illusory crescents were re-
liably present on single-tone trials (t(23) = 4.19, p < 0.001, d= 0.85),
but not on embedded-tone trials (t(23) = 1.21, p= 0.238). These results
thus replicate the key finding of Experiment 1, and show that it is spe-
cific to those conditions wherein the tone yields a change in perceived
bouncing vs. streaming (cf. Watanabe & Shimojo, 2001).

4. General discussion

The present results demonstrate that when a tone is played at the
moment of maximal overlap in a launching/passing event with two
discs, observers see surprisingly large illusory crescents—such that it
appears that the two discs didn’t actually fully overlap at all. These
enhanced crescents occur only when the tone is played (in Experiment
1), and only if that tone poses an otherwise-unexplained coin-
cidence—but not if it was embedded in a sequence of identical tones (in
Experiment 2). Readers can experience these illusory causal crescents for
themselves via online demonstrations, available at https://www.iwm-

Table 1
Observed adjustments of the overlap between the two discs.

Objective overlap

80% 100%
M (SD) M (SD)

Experiment 1
Sound absent (baseline) 53.63 (11.36) 74.50 (15.83)
Sound present 49.55 (12.94) 69.50 (16.83)

Experiment 2
Sound absent (baseline) 52.39 (15.44) 72.48 (18.12)
Single sound 49.53 (17.00) 70.07 (18.11)
Grouped sounds 51.86 (16.07) 71.56 (17.93)

Note: All values reflect adjusted overlaps in % of the width of the discs.

Fig. 2. Results from Experiment 1, presented as a standard boxplot. The auditory-induced
illusory crescents are depicted as a function of the objective overlap in the display.

2 The tone was generated with the MakeBeep.m script and presented using the
PsychPortAudio function embedded in the Psychophysics Toolbox.
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tuebingen.de/public/realistic_depictions_lab/auditory_crescents/. Based
on the large body of direct evidence that less (objective) overlap between
the moving discs leads to more bouncing percepts (e.g. Grassi & Casco,
2012; Kawachi, 2016; Scholl & Nakayama, 2004), we further suggest
that these auditory-induced illusory crescents may also be at least in part
what is driving the bouncing percepts in the first place.

4.1. Seeing vs. thinking redux

The current results exactly mirror the influence of temporally
aligned sounds on perceived bouncing vs. streaming (Sekuler et al.,
1997; Watanabe & Shimojo, 2001). And, critically, they lend support to
our arguments (see Section 1.3) that auditory-induced bouncing reflects
perception rather than higher-level decisions. When observers are asked
to report bouncing vs. streaming, they could easily have higher-level
interpretations that might even conflict with their percepts, and so such
interpretations might sometimes effectively contaminate their reports.

In contrast, we never asked our observers to report bouncing vs.
streaming (or launching vs. passing) at all; instead, all we asked them to
do was to indicate (by visual matching) precisely how much the discs
seemed to have overlapped on each trial. This sort of dependent mea-
sure seems much less susceptible to a “decisional” interpretation, even
in principle. In the first place, the causality (or lack thereof) in any
given display was entirely task-irrelevant. And whereas launching/
bouncing vs. passing/streaming is just the sort of categorical distinction
that observers may make decisions about, the precise amount of overlap
between two discs seems much more clearly (and solely) visual. (It
wouldn’t be so surprising to have an observer reason: “Well, that event
must have been bouncing, given the noise.” But it doesn’t seem so
natural to reason: “Well, that event must have overlapped by 77% in-
stead of 80%, given the noise.”) Finally, any “decisional” interpretation
would presumably have to appeal to the perceived causality (or lack
thereof) as the source of the decisions—but when we carefully asked
about this in post-experiment debriefing questions, no observer iden-
tified a link between causality and degree of overlap.3

These results also help to explain—and reinterpret—the results of

previous experiments that have explored perceptual vs. decisional ex-
planations for auditory-induced bouncing. In particular, consider again
the discovery that temporally aligned tones lead to criterion shifts
without changing sensitivity to objective bouncing vs. streaming dis-
plays (Grove et al., 2012; see also Witt et al., 2015; Zeljko & Grove,
2017b). Whereas this pattern of results was initially taken to support
“decisional” over “perceptual” explanations, the current results make
clear how they could reflect perceptual processing after all. Since less
perceived overlap increases the probability of perceiving two discs as
bouncing or launching (Scholl & Nakayama, 2004), such illusory cres-
cents may have directly thwarted the recognition of objective streaming
trials when the tones were present. This would thus count as a criterion
shift—but this would be due to a deeply perceptual bias (driven by a
visual illusion) rather than a decisional bias. (And this same logic ap-
plies to the results of Grassi & Casco, 2012.) In this situation, then, we
see a reflection of the more general point that when you are studying
subjective perceptual experience rather than objective detection, loca-
lizing effects to criterion shifts vs. sensitivity increases has no necessary
bearing on whether those results reflect perception vs. cognition.

At least two other recent papers have also argued for ‘decisional’
accounts of auditory-induced bouncing, but we think that these studies
too may be readily explained in fully perceptual terms. One such study
(Grove et al., 2016) demonstrated that increasing the number of abrupt
alterations between two additional motion paths increased bouncing
reports for a central event of the usual sort. However, this interesting
‘path alteration’ manipulation was subtly but importantly confounded
with a decreased temporal distance between the final alteration and the
observer’s response. But since visual transients of this sort capture at-
tention (Pratt, Radulescu, Guo, & Abrams, 2010) and also directly in-
duce bouncing impressions (Watanabe & Shimojo, 1998), this pattern of
results seems perfectly in line with a perceptual account: rather than
reflecting some sort of higher-level knowledge about the likelihoods of
different kinds of chaotic motion paths, it may simply reflect attention
capture by sudden recent transients. (Under this interpretation, it re-
mains a compelling visual illusion, however.) Along similar lines, Zeljko
and Grove (2017a) showed that perceived bouncing/streaming is lar-
gely independent of the low-level motion characteristics of the discs.
However, while this might compromise a perceptual account that ap-
pealed only to low-level processing, it does not speak to the possibility
(suggested by the present work) that the visual factor driving the au-
ditory-induced bouncing effect is the altered spatial perception of the
discs (i.e. the illusory crescents) during the moment of maximal
overlap. As such, the results of these other studies may be robust, but
they all seem perfectly compatible with a perceptual account.

Any adequate account of auditory-induced bouncing needs to ex-
plain both phenomena: the reported categorical (bouncing/launching
vs. streaming/passing) impressions, and also the misperceptions of the
spatial relations between the moving discs (see also Kawachi, 2016, for
converging evidence). The perceptual account does just this—since it
explains the illusory crescents directly, and then it explains the in-
creased bouncing percepts as a consequence (based on multiple earlier
demonstrations that decreasing objective overlap between the two
moving discs leads to more perceived bouncing; Grassi & Casco, 2012;
Kawachi, 2016; Scholl & Nakayama, 2004).

One potential perceptual mechanism that could help to explain this
link is the observation that sudden tones tend to “freeze” the current
perceptual impression (Vroomen & de Gelder, 2000; see also Lippert,
Logothetis, & Kayser, 2007).4 Such tones may require less central pro-
cessing times than does visual information, and so the visual percept
may be momentarily frozen while the visual processing ‘catches up’.
Could this explain why the illusory crescents appear in the present
context? This suggestion is appealing, but we also know that purely
visual transients can have a very similar effect to sudden auditory tones

Fig. 3. Results from Experiment 2, presented as a standard boxplot. The auditory-induced
illusory crescents are depicted as a function of the objective overlap in the display.

3 Moreover, if you accept that visual processing—and the perception of spatial extent
in particular—is a modular process that is encapsulated from higher-level decisions
(Firestone & Scholl, 2016), then the mere fact that these manipulations influence the
perception of this visual property at all may count as further evidence in favor of a
perceptual interpretation—since in such frameworks the results of higher-level decisions
and interpretations are powerless to change spatial perception. 4 We thank Massimo Grassi for suggesting this possibility.
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in both bouncing vs. streaming (Watanabe & Shimojo, 1998) and with
illusory crescents (Scholl & Nakayama, 2004)—and so it does not seem
appropriate to rely on a modality-specific explanation for effects that
seem equivalent across multiple modalities. Instead, the distraction of
attention (and a corresponding loss in temporal resolution) by the
(auditory or visual) transient may be the driving force behind these
effects (see Watanabe & Shimojo, 1998).

4.2. Conclusion

Determining whether a process is perceptual vs. decisional is not a
matter of definitional wordplay, but can rather be a straightforwar-
d—and often critical—empirical question (e.g. Firestone & Scholl, 2016;
Rolfs et al., 2013; Scholl & Gao, 2013). One way to identify a perceptual
process is to show that it can directly influence the perception of other
clearly perceptual properties. Here, we illustrated this by showing how
playing a tone at the moment of maximal overlap between two moving
discs can change our spatial perception of how much those discs
overlapped. And the resulting conclusion—that auditory-induced
bouncing reflects raw perception instead of higher-level thought—-
should not really be a surprise. After all, one of the clearest signs of a
perceptual effect is to show how it can differ from our higher-level in-
terpretations (as is the case with most visual illusions). And here, you
might be able to note from the online demonstrations that auditory-
induced bouncing continues to work even when it conflicts with your
certain knowledge that the two discs are in fact completely overlapping.
In this way, then, the current results directly support our naïve phe-
nomenology of such events—and vice versa.
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Appendix A. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the
online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cognition.2017.08.007.
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